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Abstract

We develop a theory and an empirical strategy to estimate the welfare gains of eco-

nomic integration in economies with frictional local labor markets. The model yields

a parsimonious generalization of the welfare formula in Arkolakis et al. (2012) that

features an additional adjustment margin, via the employment rate. Moreover, the

quantitative impact of this channel depends on the goods market structure and on the

existence of firm heterogeneity. To obtain causal estimates of the two key structural

parameters needed for the welfare analysis, the trade elasticity and the elasticity of sub-

stitution in consumption, we propose a theoretically-consistent identification strategy

that exploits exogenous variation in production costs driven by di↵erences in industrial

composition across local labor markets in Germany. As an application of the theory,

we exploit the unexpected fall of the Iron Curtain in 1990 to assess the quantitative

importance of accounting for unemployment changes when computing the gains from

trade across local labor markets in West Germany. Under monopolistic competition

with free entry and firm heterogeneity, the median welfare gains in the frictional setting

are 7% larger relative to the frictionless setting. The relative welfare gains are typically

more modest under alternative market structures.
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1 Introduction

Spurred by influential studies documenting increasing wage inequality in the midst of rapid

economic integration in the US during the 1980s, a substantial literature has since refined our

understanding of the impact of international trade on labor market outcomes. For example,

recent empirical research examines the e↵ects of import penetration and export expansion

on unemployment and wages in US local labor markets (Autor et al. (2013), Acemoglu et al.

(2016) Pierce & Schott (2016), and Feenstra et al. (2017)). Concurrently, the literature has

increasingly acknowledged the prominent empirical role that individual firms play in shaping

the impact of trade shocks on the labor market (Card et al. (2013), Bloom et al. (2016)

and Helpman et al. (2017)). In contrast, we know relatively little about the quantitative

impact of firm heterogeneity and trade-induced changes in unemployment on the outcome

of ultimate interest, social welfare. Our objective in this paper is to develop a theory and

an empirical strategy to estimate the welfare gains from trade in economies with frictional

local labor markets and heterogeneous firms.

The theory introduces search frictions and wage bargaining into a general equilibrium

model with two open economies -one of them composed of many local labor markets- and

multiple industries populated by potentially heterogeneous firms. Our first contribution is

to derive a simple formula that enables a comparison of the gains from trade across models

with alternative market structures (perfect and monopolistic competition) featuring either

frictional or frictionless labor markets. Our welfare formula nests well-known results in the

literature and establishes new insights.

For a class of workhorse models that assume full employment of factor endowments, Arko-

lakis et al. (2012) –henceforth, ACR– show that the welfare gains from trade can be inferred

from the share of expenditure on domestic goods and the trade elasticity; i.e. the elasticity

of imports with respect to variable trade costs. In our model, however, labor market frictions

imply that trade liberalization impacts real income via an additional channel, the employ-

ment rate. Importantly, the quantitative impact of this adjustment margin depends on the

goods market structure and on the existence of firm heterogeneity. Under monopolistic com-

petition with free entry, the welfare gains of changes in the employment rate depend inversely

on the elasticity of substitution in consumption. Intuitively, for a given share of domestic

expenditure, changes in the employment rate generate two e↵ects: on aggregate income and

on consumer prices. The second e↵ect operates via product variety, driven by entry and exit
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decisions of firms responding to changes in aggregate expenditure. We show that, condi-

tional on the trade elasticity, the magnitude of this second e↵ect depends on whether firms

are homogeneous (Krugman (1980)) or heterogeneous (Melitz (2003) and Chaney (2008)).

Moreover, when the measure of consumption goods is fixed, only the first e↵ect remains

active and our welfare formula nests two additional cases of interest: monopolistic compe-

tition with restricted entry and perfect competition (i.e. a multi-industry extension of Heid

& Larch (2016), for the Armington (1969) model with search and bargaining frictions).

Our second contribution is to obtain causal estimates of the two structural parameters

that regulate the welfare gains from trade in our model, the elasticity of substitution and

the trade elasticity. As we discuss below, these parameters also play crucial roles in a wide

range of models and applications in the literature and hence our empirical methodology

can, in principle, be applied well beyond the scope of this paper. We show that the two

key structural parameters can be identified from two wage elasticities: the wage elasticity

of firm-level domestic revenue and the wage elasticity of bilateral trade flows in a gravity

equation that holds at the local-labor-market level. To address the endogeneity of wages in

the two estimating equations, we propose an identification strategy that exploits exogenous

variation in production costs driven by di↵erences in industrial composition across local labor

markets. Strategic bargaining between firms and workers implies that the local equilibrium

wage depends on the industrial composition of the labor market: local labor markets with

greater concentration of high-paying industries improve workers’ outside option and, ceteris

paribus, imply relatively higher costs for producers in any given industry. This property

of the model naturally leads us to use Bartik-style instruments for the local wage in the

estimating equations.

We implement our empirical methodology using firm-level data for Germany, spanning

24 local labor markets and 58 industries during 1993-2010. The Bartik instruments are

constructed from a weighted average of national-level industrial wage premia, with weights

constructed using local industry employment shares in the initial year. Identification there-

fore stems from within-industry, across-city variation in local wages. For the instruments to

be valid, we require shocks to local labor markets as well as technological innovations to be

independent from local industrial composition in employment in the intial year. The valid-

ity of our instruments therefore hinges on the exogeneity of the base-period local industrial

employment shares (Goldsmith-Pinkham et al., 2017). To evaluate the quality of our iden-

tification strategy, we propose a series of data-driven tests that consist in assessing (i) the

relevance of our instruments, (ii) the correlation of our instruments with observables in the

base year, (iii) the existence of pre-trends. We also perform Hansen’s test of overidentifying

restrictions. Overall, the results from these tests support our instrumental variable strategy
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and the estimates we obtain are remarkably stable over a variety of specifications.

We estimate wage elasticities of 7.5 and 0.2 in the gravity and domestic revenue equations,

respectively. From these, we recover an elasticity of substitution in consumption of 1.2 and

a trade elasticity that ranges from 1.25 to 6.5, depending on the underlying micro details

of the model. We find that OLS produces substantial biases, particularly in the gravity

equation; when estimated by OLS, the wage elasticities are equal to 2 and 0.4 in the gravity

and domestic revenue equations, respectively. Moreover, since welfare is inversely related to

the elasticity of substitution, our relatively low IV estimate of 1.2 hints at the possibility

that omitting labor market frictions and firm heterogeneity might lead to a substantial

underestimation of the welfare gains from trade.

Finally, we exploit the unexpected fall of the Iron Curtain in 1990 as a natural experiment

to assess the quantitative importance of accounting for firm heterogeneity and changes in un-

employment when computing the gains from trade for local labor markets in West Germany.

Our ex-post welfare evaluations take the trade elasticity and changes in local employment

rates, domestic trade shares and industry composition as given by the data and ask: how

do the measured gains from trade between 1989 and 1991 di↵er when changes in the em-

ployment rate are accounted for? The answer depends on the underlying market structure

and on the existence of firm heterogeneity. Indeed, under monopolistic competition with

free entry and firm heterogeneity, welfare gains in the frictional setting are 7% greater than

those predicted by ACR’s formula, for the median local labor market in West Germany. In

contrast, accounting for changes in the employment rate in frameworks with homogeneous

firms, monopolistic competition with restricted entry or perfect competition yield gains that

are around 1% larger.

The paper belongs to a growing literature that studies the interrelationship between labor

market outcomes and international trade. Our theoretical framework is related to papers

that introduce search frictions, as in Pissarides (2000), into the heterogeneous firms model of

Melitz (2003). Helpman & Itskhoki (2010) and Helpman et al. (2010) theoretically examine

the impact of trade liberalization on unemployment, wages and welfare but do not attempt a

quantitative assessment of the gains from trade. Helpman et al. (2017) structurally estimate

their model but focus on wage inequality rather than welfare. Our model departs from

Felbermayr et al. (2011) by considering asymmetric locations in terms of trade costs and

distributions of firm productivity. This feature allows us to escape from a separability result

established in Lemma 1 of Felbermayr et al. (2011), under which productivity cuto↵s and

industry exports do not depend on local wages. In contrast, that link plays a central role in

our empirical strategy. Świ
,
ecki (2017) extends ACR’s welfare formula in a Ricardian model

that features labor misallocation across industries. Since full employment still prevails in
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equilibrium, welfare changes are independent of the employment rate, a key feature of our

theory.

A widely popular approach to estimating the trade elasticity relies on the gravity equation

for bilateral trade. In a broad class of models that comply with structural gravity assump-

tions, Head et al. (2014) show that the trade elasticity can, in principle, be identified from

variation in either bilateral trade costs (e.g. distance or tari↵s) or, closer to our approach,

export “competitiveness” (e.g. wages or productivity). In both cases, the central empirical

challenge is finding reliable instruments that can be excluded from the gravity equation. Sim-

ilarly, the standard approach to estimating elasticities of substitution, developed by Feenstra

(1994) and refined by Broda & Weinstein (2006), requires no correlation between the error

terms in bilateral import demand and export supply equations, a restrictive yet necessary

assumption in the absence of exogenous supply shifters.

The novelty of our empirical approach is to propose model-based, Bartik-style instru-

ments that exploit wage and employment variation across industries and local labor markets

to identify the elasticity of substitution and the trade elasticity. Moreover, since our ap-

proach relies exclusively on within-country variation, the resulting estimates are less prone

to identification challenges that plague cross-country estimation of the gravity equation, in-

cluding reverse causality due to endogenous tari↵ protection and omitted variable bias due

to unmeasured institutional features of countries that are potentially correlated with trade

flows, tari↵s and factor prices. As long as trade policy and institutions do not vary across

local labor markets within a country, their e↵ects can be controlled for with an appropriate

set of fixed e↵ects.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 develops the theoretical

framework. Section 3 discusses the empirical strategy. Section 4 describes the data. Section

5 reports the estimation results. Section 6 presents our counterfactual exercises. The final

section concludes.

2 Theoretical Framework

2.1 Setup

There are two countries, Home and Foreign. Home (Germany) is composed of local labor

markets called cities, indexed by c 2 {1, ..., C}. Since we do not observe export destinations in
the data, we assume that Foreign is a single economy with no internal barriers (the extension

is straightforward). We will use subscript n to denote a particular location irrespective of

its country and subscript F when referring specifically to Foreign.
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Preferences. Each location n is populated by a continuum of infinitely-lived individu-

als of mass L̄n with identical risk-neutral preferences, represented by a time-separable and

stationary Cobb-Douglas instantaneous utility function defined over the consumption of I

di↵erentiated goods. Time is discrete and denoted by t � 1. The normative representa-

tive consumer in market n maximizes
P1

t=1

QI
i=1 (Yint) ↵i/(1 + ⇢)t, where ↵i is the share of

expenditure on good i, ⇢ > 0 is the discount factor and

Yint =

Z

!2⌦int

qint(!)
�i�1
�i d!

� �i
�i�1

, �i > 1,

is a CES index of the aggregate consumption qint(!) of varieties ! 2 ⌦int of good i. �i

is the elasticity of substitution. The set ⌦int may contain varieties produced in any city

(intranational trade) and Foreign (international trade). The composition and measure of

⌦int is determined endogenously if and only if there is free entry.

In a standard setting with sequential trading in complete one-period Arrow securities, the

aggregate consumption and equilibrium price of every di↵erentiated good are time-invariant

if the aggregate consumer income is time-invariant. As in Hopenhayn (1992) and Melitz

(2003), our analysis is restricted to stationary equilibria and thus we henceforth suppress the

time subscript to ease notation.1 For good i in market n, the aggregate demand for variety

! with price pin(!) is

qin(!) = Ainpin(!)
��i , (1)

where Ain = XinP
�i�1
in is the demand shifter, Xin is total expenditure and

Pin =

Z

!2⌦in

pin(!)
1��id!

� 1
1��i

is the price index.

Product Markets. We focus on analyzing a monopolistically competitive setting with

free entry and heterogeneous firms. We briefly discuss the special cases of homogeneous firms

with free or restricted entry and defer the details to the Appendix. The latter also contains

a complete treatment of the case of perfect competition in the goods market under constant

returns to scale.
1At this point, the reader may wonder about the rationale for setting up a dynamic, rather than static,

model if the analysis is restricted to stationary equilibria. Essentially, the dynamic setting allows us to have
a microfounded outside option for workers that depends on the probability of future transitions to alternative
jobs in the economy. This property plays a key role in our empirical strategy. In contrast, in a static setting
outside options do not depend on the industrial composition of the economy.
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A competitive fringe of risk-neutral firms can acquire a blueprint to produce a unique

variety of good i in city c by incurring a sunk per-period investment fE
ic that terminates in

any period with exogeneous probability �ic. To serve any market n, the firm must incur an

additional fixed cost ficn per period and a variable iceberg trade cost, such that ⌧icn units of

the firm’s output must be produced per unit that arrives in market n. We assume ⌧icn � ⌧icc

and that variable trade costs respect the triangular inequality for any three locations. Fixed

and entry costs are measured in units of (non-production) workers hired in the domestic

labor market.

Upon entry (but before incurring any fixed and variable costs), the firm discovers the

time-invariant productivity of its production workers, denoted ', an independent draw from

a known distribution Gic(') with positive support. Firms thus operate under constant but

heterogeneous marginal returns to the variable input. All firms with the same productivity

behave symmetrically in equilibrium, hence we index firms and varieties by ' from now

onward. Prior to the beginning of the following period, the firm is hit by an i.i.d. shock that

forces it to exit with probability �ic.

For the case of homogeneous firms, we consider a degenerate productivity distribution

and set f
E
ic = ficn = 0. In addition, under free entry, there is a fixed startup cost fic that

depends on the industry and location of the producer. Alternatively, under restricted entry,

the mass of producers is exogenous.

Labor Market Frictions and Bargaining. The labor market in city c is characterized

by search frictions and wage bargaining, modeled as in Felbermayr et al. (2011). In each

period, firms post vacancies and all unemployed workers search. Matching is random and

determined by a linearly homogeneous matching function. mc(✓c) denotes the vacancy filling

rate, a decreasing function of the vacancy-unemployment ratio (or labor market tightness)

✓c. The job finding rate is ✓cmc(✓c). Letting kic denote the cost of posting vacancies, the

recruitment cost per matched worker is [kic/mc(✓c)]. Matched workers enter production in

the following period. Before production takes place, wages are determined by an intra-firm

bargaining process that assumes the absence of binding employment contracts, as in Stole &

Zwiebel (1996).2 All payments are made at the end of each period. Workers earn no income

while unemployed.

2Wage agreements can be renegotiated any time before production begins. A firm may fire an employee
or the latter may quit, in which case the worker immediately returns to the unemployment pool. During the
bargaining process, the firm cannot recruit additional workers. Once production begins, wage agreements
become binding. In equilibrium, wages are immune to intra-firm pairwise renegotiations.
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2.2 The Firm’s Problem

We analyze the problem of a firm with productivity ' producing good i in city c. As antici-

pated, we restrict attention to stationary equilibria in which firm productivity distributions

and all aggregates remain constant through time. We proceed in three steps. First, taking

employment and export decisions as given, the firm seeks to maximize revenue by allocating

output optimally across destinations. This is a static problem that yields firm revenue as

a function of employment. Second, the firm solves a dynamic vacancy posting problem to

determine the profit-maximizing employment level, anticipating the e↵ect of this decision on

the wage bargaining outcome. Finally, the firm makes entry and exit decisions, supplying all

locations that generate non-negative profits.

The (Conditional) Revenue Function. A firm with productivity ' and l production

workers allocates output to equalize marginal revenues across any two markets it serves. With

CES demand (1), the c.i.f. price in market n is then proportional to the domestic price; i.e.,

picn(') = ⌧icnpicc('). This property enables a convenient aggregation of destination-specific

revenues that allows us to express the firm’s total revenue, ric(l;'), as a function of l:

ric(l;') =

"
X

n

Iicn(')Ain (⌧icn)
1��i

# 1
�i

(l')
�i�1
�i , (2)

where Iicn(') is an indicator function equal to one when the firm supplies good i in market

n.

Optimal Vacancy Posting. Firms post vacancies, denoted v, in order to maximize the

present value of expected profits. Firm ' currently employing l production workers solves:

Jic(l;') = max
v

1

1 + ⇢

(
ric(l;')� wic(l;')l � wic

X

n

Iicn(')ficn � kicv + (1� �ic) Jic(l
0;')

)
,

s.t. l
0 = l +mc(✓c)v,

(3)

where l
0 is the mass of production workers in the following period. wic(l;') is the wage

bargaining outcome, characterized below. Note that we allow the firm to internalize the

e↵ect of employment size on the cost of recruiting production workers. For tractability,

however, we assume that the firm takes the wage of non-production workers wic as given
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when solving (3) and impose wic = wic(l;') in equilibrium.3

The first-order condition in problem (3),

(1� �ic)
@Jic(l0;')

@l0
=

kic

mc(✓c)
, (4)

equates the expected marginal profit of hiring an additional worker to the recruitment cost

per worker. Equation (4) has two important implications. First, optimal employment size

is independent of current employment l and constant over time as long as the firm is not

forced to exit the market. In other words, employment in a firm that starts with no workers

reaches its optimal long-run level in the following period.4 Second, the marginal profit of

hiring an additional worker, @Jic(l;')/@l, is equalized across firms, despite heterogeneity in

labor productivity. This result plays an important role in the outcome of the wage bargaining

process.

Bargaining. The firm and its workers engage in strategic wage bargaining as in Stole &

Zwiebel (1996), a generalization of Nash bargaining to the case of multiple workers. The

value of unemployment, denoted Uc, depends on the industrial composition of the labor

market (quality of jobs) and on the tightness of the labor market (quantity of jobs). Letting

⌘ic denote the share of employment of industry i in city c,

⇢Uc = ✓cmc (✓c)
X

i

⌘ic

✓
wic � ⇢Uc

⇢+ �ic

◆
. (5)

The value of employment in a firm with productivity ' and l production workers, denoted

Eic(l;'), satisfies

(⇢+ �ic) [Eic(l;')� Uc] = wic(l;')� ⇢Uc. (6)

The surplus splitting rule that solves the the bargaining game can then be written as:

(1� �i) [Eic(l;')� Uc] = �i
@Jic(l;')

@l
, (7)

3This myopic assumption turns out to be consistent with the bargaining outcome; i.e. we show below
that wages are equalized across firms in any city-industry cell. Moreover, the assumption ensures that we
can obtain a closed-form solution for wic(l;') in the bargaining game while adhering to the usual practice
in the trade literature of measuring fixed costs in terms of domestic labor (e.g. Melitz (2003) and Melitz &
Redding (2014)).

4The absence of transitional dynamics ensures that the model remains analytically tractable. This prop-
erty is particularly crucial in our derivation of su�cient statistics for welfare changes due to trade liberaliza-
tion.
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where �i 2 (0, 1) denotes the bargaining power of workers.5 Combining the revenue function

(2), the envelope condition from (3), the first-order condition (4) and the value of employment

(6), we can express the surplus-splitting rule (7) as a di↵erential equation for the wage

schedule. Its solution is

wic = ⇢Uc +
�i

(1� �i)

✓
⇢+ �ic

1� �ic

◆
kic

mc (✓c)
. (8)

Three remarks are in order. First, the equilibrium wage does not vary across firms within

city-industry cells. Intuitively, firms adjust their labor force until the marginal profit of hiring

an additional worker is equalized across firms. By (7), this equalizes the value of employment

across firms. Wage equalization then follows from (6). Second, the city-industry wage wic

depends on the industrial composition of the local labor market, via the worker’s outside

option Uc. By (5), cities with greater concentration of high-wage industries improve workers’

outside option and display, ceteris paribus, a higher bargained wage in any given industry i.

Finally, note that inter-industry wage di↵erentials within local labor markets are driven by

cross-industry variation in bargaining power (�i), firm exit rates (�ic) and costs of posting

vacancies (kic).

Firm-level Outcomes. The stationarity of the vacancy posting problem implies that

firms face a constant cost per employee each period, denoted µic, equal to the wage plus the

recruitment cost expressed on a per-period basis. In the Appendix, we show that

µic = wic +

✓
⇢+ �ic

1� �ic

◆
kic

mc (✓c)
. (9)

Henceforth, we refer to µic as the cost of labor in industry i of city c.

Under CES demand, the profit maximizing revenue per worker is a fixed proportion

(�i � �i) / (�i � 1) of the cost of labor.6 This property enables closed-form solutions for all

firm-level equilibrium outcomes in terms of the cost of labor µic and demand shifters Ain. In

particular, the firm’s per-period revenue, denoted ric('), can be written as

ric(') =

✓
�i � 1

�i � �i

◆�i�1
"
X

n

Iicn(')Ain (⌧icn)
1��i

#✓
'

µic

◆�i�1

. (10)

5Note that the marginal surplus of the firm, @Jic(l;')/@l, accounts for the impact of employing an
additional worker on the wage of the remaining production workers, a key feature of Stole & Zwiebel (1996).
Also note that the surplus is expressed in units of the numeraire.

6This is a usual property in static monopolistic competition models with CES demand and competitive
labor markets that leads to a constant mark-up pricing rule. In the Appendix, we verify that it also holds
in the current stationary setup with search and bargaining frictions.
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Note that the partial elasticity of firm-level revenue with respect to the local cost of labor is

fully determined by the elasticity of substitution, a property that we exploit in the empirical

analysis.

In turn, the per-period profit (gross of the entry cost) is

⇡ic(') =

✓
1� �i

�i � �i

◆
ric(')� µic

X

n

Iicn(')ficn. (11)

The per-period profit generated by entering any particular market n is computed by

switching the corresponding entry decision on (Iicn(') = 1) and o↵ (Iicn(') = 0) in (11). The

existence of fixed costs of market access and the monotonicity of revenue in firm productivity

imply that there is a cuto↵ productivity level, denoted '⇤
icn, such that a firm with productivity

' enters market n if and only if ' � '
⇤
icn. The cuto↵ satisfies

✓
1� �i

�i � �i

◆
ricn('

⇤
icn) = µicficn , ⇤0

iAin (⌧icn)
1��i ('⇤

icn)
�i�1 (µic)

��i = ficn, (12)

where ricn(') denotes the sales of firm ' in market n and ⇤0
i > 0 is a function of parameters

�i and �i.7

It is worth highlighting that with symmetric cities/locations, productivity cuto↵s would

be independent of the tightness in the labor market, a separability result established in

Felbermayr et al. (2011).8 By relaxing symmetry across cities, we can circumvent this result

and allow the cost of labor (and hence outside options and the industrial composition of

the labor market) to have a feedback e↵ect on equilibrium productivity distributions and

firm selection into export markets. As we show below, this property plays a crucial role in

our empirical approach to identifying key structural parameters that regulate the gains from

economic integration in our model.

2.3 Gravity

In this section, we show that the model delivers a sectoral gravity equation relating bilateral

trade flows to the cost of labor at the city level when firm productivity follows a Pareto

distribution. In the empirical analysis, we use the gravity equation to estimate key structural

parameters that regulate the welfare gains of economic integration.

7More specifically, ⇤0
i = (1� �i) (�i � 1)�i�1 / (�i � �i)

�i .
8To see this, assume for a moment that countries are symmetric. In this case, equation (12) pins down the

ratio of the export and domestic cuto↵s in any industry independently of the cost of labor. In turn, it can be
shown that the (industry-specific) free entry condition provides a second equation for the two productivity
cuto↵s that is independent of the cost of labor (e.g. the next section illustrates this for the case of Pareto
productivity distributions).
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We start by aggregating firm sales in industry i from city c to location n, denoted Xicn.

LettingM e
ic denote the mass of entrants in cell ic, we haveXicn = M

e
ic

R1
'⇤
icn

ricn(')dGic(')/�ic.9

To eliminate M e
ic from the gravity equation, we focus on the share of exports in sectoral rev-

enue, XicF/Ric, where Ric ⌘
P

n Xicn. Assume that Gic(') follows a Pareto distribution with

positive lower bound 'min,ic and shape parameter i, where i > �i � 1.10 Using equation

(10), we obtain
XicF

Ric
=

('⇤
icF )

�i
ficFP

n ('
⇤
icn)

�i
ficn

. (13)

We can simplify this expression using the free entry and cuto↵ conditions. For cell ic, the

free entry condition equates the expected per-period profit for entrants to the expected per-

period entry cost, i.e.
R1
0 ⇡ic(')dGic(') = µicf

E
ic . Under Pareto productivity, this fixes the

denominator of (13).11 Using the export cuto↵ condition (12) to eliminate '⇤
icF from the

numerator of (13), the latter becomes

XicF

Ric
= ⇤1

ic

�
f
E
ic

��1
(ficF )

1� "i
�i�1

✓
'min,ic

⌧icF

◆"i

(AiF )
"i

�i�1 (µic)
� "i�i

�i�1 , (14)

where "i ⌘ i is the trade elasticity ; i.e. the partial elasticity of the export share with respect

to the variable trade cost. ⇤1
ic > 0 is a function of parameters �ic, �i, i, �i and ⇢.12

Conditional on the demand shifter in Foreign, AiF , a higher cost of labor in industry i in

city c reduces its share of exports of this good by tightening firm selection into the export

market.13 The partial elasticity of the export share with respect to the cost of labor depends

on two structural parameters, the elasticity of substitution �i and the trade elasticity "i.

9This expression relies on the aggregate stability condition, which requires that the mass of successful
entrants (1�Gic('icc))Me

ic exactly replaces the mass �icMic of producers who exit in each period.
10Note that we allow for Ricardian comparative advantage by letting the lower bound vary across cities

and industries.
11Under Pareto productivity, the free entry condition in cell ic simplifies to

✓
�i � 1

i � �i + 1

◆
('min,ic)

i
X

n

('⇤
icn)

�i ficn = fE
ic .

12Specifically, ⇤1
ic =

⇣
�i�1

"i��i+1

⌘⇣
1��i

�i��i

⌘ "i�i
�i�1

.
13Note that if µic increases (e.g. due to higher bargained wages or recruitment costs), not all cuto↵s '⇤

icn

in a given cell ic can increase because that would reduce profitability in all destinations, violating the free
entry condition. However, if Foreign’s demand shifter does not change (e.g. if the city is small relative to
the rest of the world), the export cuto↵ '⇤

icF indeed increases, reducing the city’s export share of good i.
This observation underscores the importance of controlling for the demand shifter of the export market when
estimating the elasticity of the export share with respect to the cost of labor.
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2.4 Welfare

In this section, we study the consequences of economic integration on the welfare of con-

sumers in city c. We analyze arbitrary shocks to variable trade costs, therefore spanning

various forms of intranational and international integration. We show that, when frictions

in the local labor market are small, the welfare consequences of economic integration can be

approximated by a parsimonious generalization of ACR’s welfare formula that features an

additional adjustment margin, via the employment rate.

Consumer preferences satisfy the Gorman form, hence there exists a normative represen-

tative consumer in every city. Recall that aggregate consumption and aggregate income are

constant in every period t � 1. Therefore the indirect utility of the representative consumer

in city c, denoted Vc, is proportional to the per-period real income in the city:

Vc = ⇢
�1

 
IY

i=1

(↵i)
↵i

! PI
i=1 LicwicQI
i=1 (Pic) ↵i

,

where Lic is the mass of workers employed in industry i.

Consider the e↵ects of an arbitrary shock to the vector of variable trade costs, {⌧ivn} for

any industry i and any locations n and v, on the welfare of city c. For any endogenous variable

x, let ẋ denote the ratio of x after the shock to x before the shock; i.e. the proportional

change in the stationary equilibrium value of x. For analytical tractability, suppose that the

cost of posting vacancies in city c, kic, is small in all industries. Equations (8) and (9) imply

that the cost of labor in any industry is approximately equal to the average wage in the city,

denoted wc; that is, µic ⇡ wc for all i. Then

V̇c ⇡
ėcẇc

QI
i=1

⇣
Ṗic

⌘
↵i

, (15)

where ec is the employment rate in city c, i.e. ec =
P

i Lic/L̄c. Note that V̇c is the equivalent

variation expressed as a fraction of the per-period income in the initial equilibrium.

The price index of any good i in city c depends on trade costs, costs of labor, technology

and mass of producers of good i in all other locations that supply city c. We follow ACR and

use city c’s domestic trade share, �icc ⌘ Xicc/
P

n Xicn, as a su�cient statistic for the impact

of all these external e↵ects on Pic. The proportional change in the price index following the

shock to variable trade costs is approximately

Ṗic ⇡
 
�̇icc

⌘̇ic

! 1
"i

(ėc)
�⌥i

ẇc, (16)
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where ⌘ic is industry i’s share of employment in city c and ⌥i is a parameter that depends

on the micro details of the model. In particular,

⌥i =

8
><

>:

1
�i�1 , under MC-FE-HET,
1
"i
, under MC-FE-HOM,

0, under PC or MC-RE,

where MC-FE-HET and MC-FE-HOM denote monopolistic competition settings with free

entry and either heterogeneous or homogeneous firms, respectively. MC-RE denotes monop-

olistic competition with restricted entry and PC denotes the multi-industry extension of the

perfectly competitive Armington model with search frictions of Heid & Larch (2016).

Equations (16) and (15) show that, conditional on �̇icc, ⌘̇ic and "i, changes in the em-

ployment rate ėc impact both aggregate income and consumer prices. The latter operates

via product variety as a function of the structure of the goods market and the existence

of firm heterogeneity, as summarized by ⌥i. Under monopolistic competition with free en-

try, product variety is driven by entry and exit decisions of firms responding to changes in

aggregate expenditure. Conditional on the trade elasticity, however, the magnitude of this

e↵ect depends on whether firms are homogeneous or heterogeneous. Moreover, under perfect

competition or monopolistic competition with restricted entry, the measure of consumption

goods is fixed and hence changes in aggregate expenditure have no e↵ects on product variety.

Substituting (16) in (15), we obtain the main result of this section.

Proposition 1. Suppose that the cost of posting vacancies, kic, is small in all industries of

city c. Then the welfare gains in city c associated with an arbitrary shock to the vector of

variable trade costs can be approximated as

V̇c ⇡ (ėc)
1+

PI
i=1 ↵i⌥i

IY

i=1

 
�̇icc

⌘̇ic

!�↵i
"i

. (17)

Expression (17) nests the multi-sector welfare formula derived by ACR for versions of

the models considered in this paper that feature frictionless labor markets. In these cases,

ėc = 1 because variable trade costs have no impact on aggregate employment. In our

theory, however, frictions in the labor market generate equilibrium unemployment and hence

enable an additional adjustment margin for welfare changes, via the employment rate. Note

that quantifying welfare changes in the standard case of frictionless labor markets requires

estimating two structural parameters per industry, the expenditure share ↵i and the trade

elasticity "i. This also applies to (17) except under MC-FE-HET, which additionally requires

an estimate of the elasticity of substitution �i, the crucial parameter that regulates the impact
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of employment rate changes on welfare.

3 Empirical Strategy

The goal of this section is to develop the methodological steps required to take our welfare

formula to the data. Equation (17) depends on four variables that are, in principle, ob-

servable (the employment rate in city c, the share of industrial employment in city c, the

domestic trade share of city c and the share of expenditures on good i) and on two structural

parameters (�i and "i).14 Therefore, estimating the gains from trade first requires recovering

these two structural parameters. In a nutshell, we propose identifying them from the esti-

mated unit-cost elasticities of the firm-level domestic revenue and local gravity equations.

In what follows, we discuss this empirical strategy in detail.

In the model, the elasticity of substitution and the trade elasticity are industry-specific.

To reduce the estimation demands on our dataset, however, we will estimate values of these

parameters that are constant across industries and over time, which we refer to simply as

� and ".15 In addition, to make progress toward an empirical specification of our main

equations, we first decompose recruiting costs, kic, without loss of generality as:

kic = k̃i + k̃c + ⇠̃ic,

where k̃i represents a common (across cities) industry component, k̃c represents city-specific

component, and ⇠̃ic is an idiosyncratic component that sums to zero across industries, within

cities. Using (9), we can then establish the following log-linear approximation to the unob-

servable cost of labor:

lnµic = lnwic +  ki +  kc +  ⇠ic, (18)

where  is a parameter obtained from the log-linear approximation, and ki =
k̃i
w0
, kc =

k̃c
w0

and ⇠ic =
⇠̃ic
w0

are expressed relative to an arbitrary omitted industry-city duplet.16

Expression (18) allows us to rewrite the gravity equation (14) as a function of the ob-

servable industry-city specific wage. Taking logs and adding time subscripts (since we use

14Note that our empirical strategy does not rely on direct observation of the four above-mentioned variables.
In our empirical application, for example, we do not observe any of them. Observability is a dataset-specific
constraint that will nevertheless detemine the set of counterfactual exercises that may be implemented in a
given dataset.

15Our empirical strategy, however, fully applies in the absence of this restriction because it exploits cross-
city rather than cross-industry variation to identify the key structural parameters.

16The linear approximation of lnµic is taken around the point where the cost of posting vacancies kic is
small. Details can be found in Appendix A.1.
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data at the city-industry-year level) yields

ln

✓
XicF t

Rict

◆
= dit + �1 lnwict + ✏ct + ✏ict,

where �1 is the wage elasticity of the local gravity equation; e.g., under MC-FE-HET, �1 =

� �
(��1) . The term dit is a full set of industry-year e↵ects that capture, among other things, kit,

the common industry component of the recruitment costs. ✏ct is a city-specific component

that varies over time and captures general improvements/shocks in a city that a↵ect all

industries equally. Specifically, ✏ct contains the absolute-advantage part of the recruitment

costs, productivity/technology shocks as well as any other city-specific components associated

with variable or fixed costs of entry and exporting. ✏ict contains ⇠ict, the relative-advantage

components of the recruitement costs.

First-di↵erencing over time to eliminate time-invariant industry-city terms, we obtain:

� ln

✓
XicF t

Rict

◆
= �dit + �1� lnwict +�u

G
ict, (19)

where �u
G
ict = �✏ct +�✏ict is the error term.

The domestic revenue equation at the firm level can be obtained similarly:

� ln rict(') = �dit + �2� lnwict + T (') +�u
R
ict('), (20)

where �2 = 1 � � and T (') denote firm fixed e↵ects that capture firm-specific trends in

productivity (i.e. (� � 1)� ln't).

Identification of �1 and �2 requires isolating variation in industry-city wages that is or-

thogonal to the composite error term. In this framework, wages are necessarily endogenous

because the wage, employment, revenue and gravity equations all contain �⇠ict in the error

term. Thus, estimating equations (19) and (20) by ordinary least squares would yield incon-

sistent estimates of �1 and �2. Next, we show how to exploit the structure of the model to

address this empirical problem.

3.1 Industrial Composition and Wages

The first step is to link the industry-city wage to the industrial composition of the local

labor market. In our search and bargaining framework, this link is captured by the worker’s

outside option. To simplify the exposition, we impose constant exit rates and bargaining

power, i.e. �ic = � and �i = �, so that inter-industry wage di↵erentials within local labor
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markets stem solely from di↵erences in recruitment costs, kic. Substituting equation (5) in

equation (8) yields

wic = �̃1cw̄c + �̃2ckic, (21)

where w̄c =
P

i ⌘icwic is the local average wage and the coe�cients �̃1c =
✓cmc(✓c)

⇢+�+✓cmc(✓c)
2 {0, 1}

and �̃2c =
⇣

�
1��

⌘ �
⇢+�
1��

�
1

mc(✓c)
are both increasing in the tightness of the local labor market.

The equation shows that workers in any sector benefit from working in a city with higher

wages due to the strategic complementarity of wages across industries generated by search

frictions and bargaining in the labor market (Beaudry et al., 2012).

To derive an empirical specification in logs, we take a log-linear approximation of equation

(21); see details in Appendix A.3. In doing so, we use the Beveridge curve to link the

unobservable tightness ✓c to the observable employment rate, ec, of the labor market. Adding

time subscripts, we obtain:

lnwict = �0 + �1Kct + �2kit + �3kct + �4ect + �2⇠ict, (22)

where the �s are parameters obtained from the linear approximation. �2kit corresponds to

the national industrial wage premium and Kct =
P

i ⌘ictkit is a weighted average of industrial

wage premia, weighted by industry-city-specific employment shares.

The term Kct plays an essential role in our identification strategy. Since the probability

that an unemployed worker finds a job in industry i and city c is proportional to ⌘ict, the

term Kct can be thought of as capturing variation in workers’ outside option driven by the

industrial composition of city c; i.e., by city c’s specialization pattern across industries that

pay intrinsically di↵erent wage premia. Beaudry et al. (2012) show that outside options

are important determinants of industry-city wages in the U.S.. Tschopp (2015, 2017) finds

similar results in Germany. Next, we discuss how to exploit variation in Kct to construct

model-based instruments for the industry-city wage in equations (19) and (20).

3.2 Instrumental Variables

Our identification strategy uses the fact search frictions in the model imply that wages are

determined, inter alia, by workers’ outside options, which in turn depend on the types of

jobs available in the local economy. When the composition of jobs shifts toward higher-

paying industries, workers are able to extract more surplus from firms when bargaining

through an increase in their threat point. Crucially, conditional on the employment rate

and demand shifter, shifts in workers outside options influence trade flows and firm revenues
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only through their impact on wages. Thus, our identification strategy hinges on isolating

variation in workers outside options, which, in light of (22), consists of exploiting variation

in the index Kct.

We construct Bartik-type instruments, as defined by Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. (2017).

That is, the endogenous wage variable in the gravity and revenue equations has an inner

product structure, where log wages are a function of Kct =
P

i ⌘ictkit. We exploit this

structure in changes, with the following decomposition:

�Kct =
X

i

⌘ict�1(kit � kit�1) +
X

i

kit(⌘ict � ⌘ict�1).

This decomposition is the starting point for the instruments. The first term captures shifts

in national-industrial premia, weighted by the beginning-of-period importance of an industry

to the local economy. The second term captures changes in workers’ outside options from

shifts in the local industrial composition, weighed by the national industrial wage premia.

An increase in the index �Kct captures improvements in workers’ outside options that vary

across cities and, hence, shifts the cost of labor. In order to construct instruments using the

decomposition of �Kct, we must confront two issues: (1) the national industrial premia, kit,

are not directly observed, and (2) the observed industrial composition, ⌘ict, is potentially

correlated with the error terms in (19) and (20). We tackle these two issues next.

Estimating National Wage Premia. In order to estimate national wage premia, it is

useful to rewrite the wage equation in (22) in a more compact empirical form:

lnwict = Dit +Dct + ⇠ict, (23)

whereDit andDct are a set of industry and city fixed e↵ects, respectively. That is, wages vary

because of an industry-specific component, an city-specific component (�1Kct+�3kct+�4ect),

and an idiosyncratic term. An important feature of this equation is that the inclusion of the

city fixed-e↵ects would allow one to recover the coe�cients on the industry-fixed e↵ects, Dit,

without directly observing Kct and kct. In fact, the estimated coe�cients on the industry-

fixed e↵ects recoverˆ̂�2kit, the industrial wage premia.

However, in order to take the model’s wage equation to the data, we must confront the

fact that workers are heterogeneous in our data but not in the model. Our approach is to

treat individuals as representing di↵erent bundles of e�ciency units of work, where these

bundles are treated as perfect substitutes in production. We interpret wict in (22) as the

cost per e↵ective labor unit and index worker characteristics by Hj. Let e↵ective labor units
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be exp(H 0
j� + aj), where Hj and aj capture observable and unobservable skills of worker j,

respectively. Adding industry, city and time subscripts, workers log wages are given by:

lnWjict = H
0
jtbt + lnwict + aijct.

This implies that we can estimate D̂it using the following procedure. First, we estimate,

separately by year:

lnWjict = H
0
jtbt +Dict + ajict, (24)

where where Dict are a complete set of city-industry dummies.17 Variables included in the

vector of individual characteristics are age, the square of age, a gender dummy, a nationality

dummy, a categorical variable for education and a full set of education-gender, education-

nationality and education-age interactions.18 The estimated vector coe�cients on the the

city-industry fixed-e↵ects, Dict, are regression-adjusted city-industry average wages, which

we denote by dlnwict.

Then, pooling across years, we estimate an empirical version of (23):

dlnwict = Dit +Dct + ⇠ict, (25)

where dlnwict are the coe�cients on the city-industry dummies in (24). We weigh observations

by the size of the city-industry in the base-period so that each observations influence is

proportional to its importance in that year. The coe�cients on the industry-year fixed-

e↵ects, Dit, estimate the national-level industrial wage di↵erentials, �̂2k̂it. Importantly, the

inclusion of the city-year fixed e↵ects, Dict, absorb local economic conditions given by �1Kct+

�3kct + �4ect in equation (23) that also determine wages.

Predicting Shares. Since we have many industries within each city-year, we pursue a

generalized leave-one-out method that purges a common city component from the national-

level industry growth. The procedure that we use closely follows Greenstone et al. (2015).

Consider the following equation for local industry-city employment growth:

� lnLict = git + gct + g̃ict, (26)

17Real wages, lnWjict, are computed using the consumer price index, base 2005, provided by the German
federal statistical o�ce.

18Categories for the educational variable are: without vocational training, apprenticeship, high school with
Abitur, high school without Abitur, polytechnic, university.
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where Lict is employment in industry i in cell ct. The gct are city-time fixed e↵ects and git are

industry-year e↵ects. This equation describes local employment growth as stemming from

national-level factors common across cities (git), city-level factors that are common across

industries (gct), and an idiosyncratic city-industry factor (g̃ict). The inclusion of gct is meant

to absorb growth due to conditions in the local economy, such as demand shocks. The vector

of coe�cients on the git fixed-e↵ects are associated with national-level forces. We use their

estimates, denoted ĝit, to predict local industry size based on local base-period shares:

L̂ict = Lic0

tY

s=1

(1 + ĝis) ,

for t � 1, where Lic0 is a base-period level of employment in industry i in the local economy

c. We then convert predicted employment into shares as follows:

⌘̂ict =
L̂ictP
j L̂jct

.

Constructing Instruments. With ⌘̂ict and k̂it at hand, we construct

IV Wct =
X

i

⌘̂ict�1�k̂it,

IV Bct =
X

i

k̂it�⌘̂ict,

where ⌘̂ict are only functions of base period shares and national growth rates. Variation in

IV Wct (the ‘within instrument’) across cities comes from initial composition, weighted by

changes in premia. Variation in IV Bct (the ‘between instrument’) across cities comes from

di↵erences in initial industrial composition, along with national growth rates, weighted by

industrial premia. Thus, identification comes from within-industry, cross-city comparisons.

For our instruments to be valid, we require innovations (�⇠ic) to be independent from

base-period industrial structure along with the relative advantage component of the tech-

nological shocks, and fixed entry/export costs. We also require that general city-specific

improvements are independent of past relative employment for base-period ⌘s. The liter-

ature has recently turned to data-driven tests to assess the plausability of the validity of

base-period industrial structure. Following Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. (2017), who provide

a detailed treatment of Bartik instruments and the conditions under which they are valid,

we assess (i) the relevance of our instruments, (ii) the correlation of our instruments with

observables in the base-year and (iii) perform a pre-trends test that is analogous to a parallel
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trends assessment in a di↵erence-in-di↵erence set-up. We perform and discuss each of these

tests in Section 5.

As an alternative to IV Wct and IV Bct, we also construct instruments based on the

non-manufacturing sector only. That is, we construct industrial shares within the non-

manufacturing sector so the shares across industries within the non-manufacturing sector of

a city sums to one. The conditions under which these alternative instruments are valid are

identical to those of our baseline instruments, and alleviate any concerns that the correlation

between our instruments and manufacturing wages is mechanical by exploiting variation in

our instruments that originates outside the tradable sectors.

4 Data

This study uses two di↵erent data sources: the weakly anonymous Sample of Integrated

Labour Market Biographies (SIAB) [Years 1975 - 2010] and the Linked-Employer-Employee

Data (LIAB) [cross-sectional model 2 1993-2010 (LIAB QM2 9310)] from the Institute of

Employment Research (IAB). Data access was on-site at the Research Data Centre (FDZ)

of the German Federal Employment Agency (BA) at the University of Michigan, the Cornell

Institute for Social and Economic Research and subsequently via remote data access.19

SIAB Data. The SIAB data is a 2% random sample of individual accounts drawn from

the Integrated Employment Biographies (IEB) data file assembled by the IAB. These data

cover all employees registered by the German social insurance system and subject to social

security. Civil servants and self-employed workers are not covered. The SIAB provide spell-

data information on individual characteristics as such as gender, year of birth, nationality or

education, and document a worker’s entire employment history, e.g. an individual’s employ-

ment status, full- or part-time status, occupational status, occupation and daily wage. Hours

of work are not included in the IEB. Earnings exceeding the contribution assessment ceiling

for social insurance are only reported up to this limit.20 Administrative individual data are

supplemented with workplace basic information taken from the Establishment History Panel

(BHP). Establishment variables are measured on June 30 of each year and include infor-

mation on location, industry, year of first and last appearance of the establishment, total

number of employees, number of full employees, number of part-time employees and median

wage of the establishment. Establishment and individual data are merged using employment

spells which cover June 30. In this paper, the SIAB data are used to construct adjusted

19See Heining et al. (2013), Fischer et al. (2009) and Heining et al. (2014) for further data documentation.
20We drop top coded observations.
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wages, employment shares, instruments and any other relevant measures representative at

the local labor market level.

LIAB Data. The LIAB data matches the IAB Establishment Panel data with individual

social security data from the IAB on June 30 and comprises data from a representative

annual establishment survey, stratified according to establishment size, industry and federal

state. The survey provides information on establishment-level exports, employment and

other performance-related measures, such as sales. For consistency with theory, we refer to

these establishments as firms in the empirical analysis. We construct both industry-city-

specific export shares in revenue, and firm-level variables using the LIAB data.

Cities and Industries. We define cities according to Kropp & Schwengler (2011) defini-

tion of labor markets. There are 24 cities; 19 in West Germany and 5 in East Germany.21

There are 58 industries (“Abteilungen”), of which 29 belong to the manufacturing sector,

grouped according to the 1993 time-consistent 3-digit classification of economic activities.

In compliance with the FDZ guidelines, each industry-city cell includes at least 20 workers’

observations.22

5 Results

Instruments Relevance. We start by checking the relevance of our instruments. We use

two types of test. The first one consists of performing an analysis of variance (ANOVA) of

the regressions used to construct industrial national-wage premia and employment growth.

For our instruments to be relevant, we require the national-component Dit in (25) to be a

significant determinant of wages. Similarly, we require the national-growth rate component

git in (26) to be a strong predictor of local industry growth.

Results from the ANOVA test are shown in Table 1. The first and second columns

correspond to the estimation of equations (26) and (25), respectively. The results show

that national-level components explain a considerable part of the variation in industry-city

adjusted wages and employment growth.

The second relevance test we conduct is the standard first-stage F -test. This is a direct

test of the main mechanism of wage determination in our model; that is, it tests that our

proxies for outside options in a city matter for industry-city wage growth. Columns 1 and

21Kropp & Schwengler (2011) correspondence table between districts, labor markets and regions can be
downloaded at http://www.iab.de/389/section.aspx/Publikation/k110222301.

22Table 7 in the Appendix provides summary statistics of export values, revenue and employment at the
firm level. Table 8 in the Appendix shows statistics of variables at the industry-city level.
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Table 1: ANOVA of industry-city growth rates and adjusted wages

Dependent variable � ln Lict ln wict

Model SS 94.21 804.76
Industry-year FE SS 49.01 509.30
City-year FE SS 12.74 268.19
Residual 115.26 79.22

Observations 16884 17822
R-squared 0.450 0.91

3 of Table 2 show the first-stages of regressing log industry-city (adjusted) wages on our

instruments and an entire set of industry-time dummies, clustering standard errors at the

city level. The first column shows the first-stage using the baseline instruments, and column

3 presents the estimates obtained with the non-manufacturing counterpart of IV Wct and

IV Bct. The F -statistics on the baseline instruments is 34 and close to 73 when focusing

on the non-manufacturing sector only, therefore suggesting that changes in workers’ outside

options, stemming from shifts in industrial composition, matter for wages. In both columns,

only the coe�cient on IV Bct is statistically significant at the 1% level. This indicates that

most of the yearly variation in outside options and wages at the city level come from shifts

in industrial employment rather than national-level industrial premia.

Instruments Validity. As discussed in Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. (2017), the exclusion

restriction necessary for Bartik-type instruments to be valid is based on the exogeneity of the

base-period industrial structure. They show that, in light of this, the identification strategy

we exploit is analogous to di↵erence-in-di↵erences with a continuous treatment exposure.

The ‘treatment’ in our setup comes from national-level shocks in industrial growth rates (git

from equation (26)) and industrial premia (Dit in equation (25)), interacted with the exposure

to these shocks given by base-period industrial structure. Thus, analogous to di↵erence-in-

di↵erences, we wish to assess the ‘pre-trends’ assumption – i.e., whether, in the absence of

the national-level shocks, cross-city di↵erences in outcomes exhibit parallel trends.

Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. (2017) develop a regression-based test for pre-trends in the

presence of serially correlated, time-varying shocks. This test is implemented by estimating

the reduced-form gravity equation in a first step, and retaining the residuals. In a second-

step, the residuals in t� 1 are regressed on our instruments in time t. Finding a significant
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coe�cient on our instruments in this second-step estimation is evidence that future values

of our instruments predict past outcomes and that our instruments are endogenous in a

time-varying way.23

The results of this test are contained in columns 2 and 4 of Table 2. As can be seen

in the table, the coe�cients on our instruments are not individually or jointly significant.

Thus, we cannot reject the null of common pre-trends. In other words, we find no evidence

that di↵erences across industry-city gravity outcomes, due to di↵erences in initial industrial

structure, would have evolved in a non-parallel fashion in the absence of the national-level

shocks.

In addition to the instrument validity test, we also report the standard Hansen’s J over-

identification test in all of our 2SLS estimations below. Note that we have over-identifying

restrictions because the decomposition of the index �Kct produces two instruments: the

between and the within instruments discussed above. This test essentially asks whether each

instrument, individually, would produce the same second-stage estimate. Intuitively, each of

our instruments are functions of base-period industrial structure, but are weighted di↵erently

by di↵erent types of national-level shocks. If the industrial structure is correlated with the

error term, we would expect each instrument would weigh this correlation di↵erently and

the second-stage estimates to diverge. As we show below, we find no evidence that this is

the case. However, one should note, the low predictive power of the within instrument in

the first-stage might compromise the power of this test.

Second Stages. Table 3 shows our estimates of the gravity equation (19). Recall that

the wage elasticity has a structural interpretation; e.g. equal to � �
(��1) under MC-FE-HET.

The first column of Table 3 shows the OLS estimates of the gravity equation. As discussed

above, wages are mechanically endogenous in this equation and under no circumstances we

expect to recover consistent estimates of the parameter of interest; we present them only for

completeness. Thus, we turn our attention to columns 2-5 which contain the second-stage

results of the gravity equation when we instrument for wages.

In column 2 of Table 3, we use the base-line instrument set of IV Wct and IV Bct. The

estimated � �
(��1) is -6.46, significant at the 5 percent level. In columns 3-5, we assess

the robustness of this estimate to using the non-manufacturing based versions of IV Wct

and IV Bct (column 3), to including city-time trends (column 4) and to including city-time

trends along with the non-manufacturing instruments (column 5). The estimates of � �
(��1)

are statistically significant and fairly stable across specifications. In column 5, the most

23For details of this procedure, see Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. (2017). As discussed in that paper, this test
has power against alternatives and performs well in the Monte-Carlo simulations they conduct.
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Table 2: First stages and pre-trend tests

First stage Pre-trend test First stage Pre-trend test
� ln wict residualict�1 � ln wict lag residualict

IVWct 1.049 6.317
(
P

i ⌘̂ict�1�k̂it) (1.081) (11.440)

IVBct 2.497⇤⇤⇤ 0.936
(
P

i k̂it�⌘̂ict) (0.415) (5.638)

IVWct, non-manuf. 1.657 18.346
(
P

i ⌘̂ict�1�k̂it) (1.078) (26.079)

IVBct, non-manuf. 4.826⇤⇤⇤ 1.643
(
P

i k̂it�⌘̂ict) (0.441) (4.754)

Industry-year FE yes yes yes yes

Observations 3713 3492 3713 3492
F-statistics 34.05 0.158 72.84 0.406

Notes: Both columns are weighted using the lag of the establishment size. Adjusted � ln wageict is constructed
from the SIAB data. Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered at the city level. ⇤⇤⇤ denotes significance at the
1% level, ⇤⇤ at the 5% level, ⇤ at the 10% level.

demanding specification, we obtain an estimate of about -7.5. In the panel at the bottom

of the table, we report the p-value of the Hansen’s J test. In each specification, we cannot

reject the null that our instruments are valid.

It is useful to interpret these results through the lens of our model. Our 2SLS estimates

of the gravity equation instrument changes in city-industry wages with measures of the

change in the value of workers’ outside options. These outside options depend on predicted

shifts in the industrial structure (IV Bct) and shifts in the national-level industry premia

(IV Wct). Identification comes from within-industry, across city variation in predicted wages.

Improvements in workers’ outside options lead to higher bargained wages and, thus, higher

unit costs faced by firms. Conditional on foreign demand, export shares in industry i in

city c fall because of tightening selection into the export market due to higher labor costs

induced by improvements in workers’ bargaining position. The magnitude of this e↵ect is

governed by � �
(��1) , and our estimates suggest that a one percent increase in labour costs

reduces export shares by about 7 percent.
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Table 3: Gravity estimation

Dependent variable � ln
⇣

XicFt
Rict

⌘

OLS IV IV IV IV
baseline non-manuf. baseline non-manuf.

� ln wict -2.010 -6.459⇤⇤ -7.349⇤⇤⇤ -5.439⇤⇤ -7.465⇤⇤⇤

(1.387) (2.507) (2.094) (2.474) (2.250)
Industry-year FE yes yes yes yes yes

City trends no no no yes yes

Observations 3713 3713 3713 3713 3713
Hansen 0.746 0.323 0.835 0.578
F-statistics 34.05 72.84 36.96 73.27
AP p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Notes: Both columns are weighted using the lag of the establishment size. Adjusted wage � ln wageict is
constructed from the SIAB data. Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered at the city level. ⇤⇤⇤ denotes
significance at the 1% level, ⇤⇤ at the 5% level, ⇤ at the 10% level.

Finally, we turn to the estimation of the elasticity of substitution in consumption, �, in

the domestic revenue equation (20). Table 4 has a similar layout as Table 3. Note that, in

each specification, we include firm fixed e↵ects along with industry-by-year fixed e↵ects. In

columns 4 and 5, we add linear city trends. The bottom panel of the table contains the first-

stage results. The Angrist-Pischke p-value indicate that our instruments are strong predictors

of wages. The first row of Table 4 presents the estimates of �. The latter are remarkably

stable around 1.2 across various specifications. This result suggests that substitutability

among varieties in demand is low, which is not surprising given the relatively high level of

industrial aggregation in our data. Although somewhat smaller in magnitude, this estimate

is consistent with the median elasticity of substitution of 2.2 found over the period 1990-2001

for SITC-3 industries in Broda & Weinstein (2006). Combining the estimate of -7.5 in the

gravity equation and �, we obtain a trade elasticity of  = 1.25. This estimate falls on the

lower end of a broad range of estimates that have been reported in the literature (see Ossa,

2015 for recent estimates).
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Table 4: Revenue estimation

Dependent variable � ln rict(')

OLS IV IV IV IV
baseline non-manufacturing baseline non-manufacturing

Elasticity of substitution 1.418⇤⇤⇤ 1.186⇤⇤ 1.209⇤⇤⇤ 1.224⇤⇤ 1.231⇤⇤⇤

in consumption (�) (0.301) (0.476) (0.412) (0.481) (0.410)

Industry-year FE yes yes yes yes yes

Firm FE yes yes yes yes yes

City trends no no no yes yes

Observations 49711 49711 49711 49711 49711
Hansen 0.500 0.787 0.507 0.821
F-statistics 14.73 28.58 14.70 28.45
AP p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Notes: All columns are weighted using etablishment weights. Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered at the city level. ⇤⇤⇤ denotes
significance at the 1% level, ⇤⇤ at the 5% level, ⇤ at the 10% level.
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6 Application: The Fall of the Iron Curtain

Our relatively small estimate of the elasticity of substitution in consumption suggests that

omitting unemployment and firm heterogeneity might lead to underestimate the welfare gains

from trade. We examine this possibility in this section. As in Redding & Sturm (2008), we

exploit the reunification of East and West Germany in 1990 as a natural experiment to study

the welfare consequences of increased market access across cities of West Germany.

The exercise we propose takes the trade elasticity, changes in local employment rates,

domestic trade shares and industry composition as given by the data and ask: how do

the welfare gains from trade between 1989 and 1991 di↵er relative to those predicted by

ACR’s welfare formula when changes in unemployment are accounted for? The answer to

this question, summarized in table 5, depends on the product market structure and on firm

heterogeneneity.

Table 5: Gains from trade in frictional settings relative to those predicted by ACR’s welfare
formula

MC-FE-HET MC-FE-HOM PC or MC-RE
(Melitz (2003) and Chaney (2008)) (Krugman (1980)) ( Armington (1969))

ė
1+ 1

��1
c ė

1+ 1
"

c ėc

�̂ = 1.2 "̂ = 6.5

The relative gains from trade under MC-FE-HET, given in column 1 of Table 5, depend

on the elasticity of substitution in consumption. We set �̂ = 1.2 from Table 4. To be clear,

this counterfactual exercise is in the spirit of ACR; that is, the relative gains formula ė
1+ 1

��1
c

assumes that two MC-FE-HETmodels, one featuring search frictions and unemployment (our

model) and the other featuring frictionless labor markets (ACR), are calibrated to deliver

the same trade elasticity and changes in local employment rates, domestic trade shares and

industry composition.

The same principle applies when comparing the relative gains from trade under alternative

market structures. In column 2 of Table 5, the relative gains from trade under MC-FE-HOM

are a function of the trade elasticity. Following the usual practice in the literature, we recover

it from the gravity equation. Under MC-FE-HOM, the trade elasticity is equal to the wage

elasticity minus one. Based on our estimates from Table 4, we set "̂ = 6.5. Finally, the last

column of the table shows that, under PC or MC-RE, the relative gains from trade solely

depend on how market access a↵ects the unemployment rate across local labor markets.

For each column, we compute the relative gains from trade, using both observed and
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counterfactural local employment rate growth of West German cities between 1989 and 1991.

Counterfactural employment rate growth purges observed growth from city-specific pre-1989

trends. Specifically, we construct city-specific yearly average growth rates between 1985 and

1989 and use them to predict the employment rates that would have prevailed in 1991 if city

employment rates had grown at their pre-1990 trend. We then construct employment rate

growth rates attributable to the fall of the Iron Curtain as deviations from the counterfactual

rates. Table 6 presents summary statistics with observed and counterfactual employment

rate growth rates.

Table 6: Fall of the Iron Curtain: gains from trade in a framework with unemployment
relative to its frictionless counterpart, across local labor markets in West Germany

Model Setup Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. P25 P50 P75

MC-FE-HET:

Observed growth (ė
1+ 1

��1
c ) 1.075 0.054 0.967 1.171 1.028 1.071 1.135

Counterfactural growth (ˆ̇e
1+ 1

��1
c ) 1.053 0.054 0.953 1.133 1.014 1.050 1.095

MC-FE-HOM:

Observed growth (ė
1+ 1

"
c ) 1.014 0.010 0.994 1.031 1.005 1.013 1.025

Counterfactural growth (ˆ̇e
1+ 1

"
c ) 1.010 0.010 0.991 1.024 1.003 1.009 1.018

PC or MC-RE:
Observed growth (ėc) 1.012 0.009 0.994 1.027 1.005 1.011 1.021
Counterfactural growth (ˆ̇ec) 1.008 0.009 0.992 1.021 1.002 1.008 1.015

Notes: MC-FE-HET indicates monopolistic competition with free entry and heterogeneous firms. MC-FE-HOM indicates mo-
nopolistic competition with free entry and homogeneous firms. PC indicates perfect competition. MC-RE indicates monopolistic
competition with restricted entry. ‘Observed growth’ is constructed using the observed employment rate growth between 1989 and
1991. ‘Counterfactual growth’ is constructed using the employment rate growth over the same period, net of the pre-1990 city
trend. The number of observations in each column is 19.

For the median local labor market in West Germany, we find that our formula under MC-

FE-HET yields welfare gains that are 7.1% greater than those predicted by ACR’s formula.

In contrast, accounting for changes in the employment rate in frameworks with homogeneous

firms, monopolistic competition with restricted entry or perfect competition yield relative

welfare gains that are between 0.8% and 1.3% larger for the median labor market. Results

corresponding to the MC-FE-HET case are mapped in Figure 1.24

Figure 1 exhibits substantial variation in the welfare gains from trade across local labor

24Results for the cases for the cases MC-FE-HOM, MC-RE and PC are mapped in Figures 2 and 3 of the
Appendix.
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Figure 1: Fall of the Iron Curtain: welfare gains from trade accounting for unemployment
changes relative to ACR, under MC-FE-HET (West Germany).

.9668249
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.9525592
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1.082681
1.094669
1.113207
1.124202
1.132568
1.132726

Notes: The left panel is constructed using observed employment rate growth between 1989
and 1991. The right panel is based on employment rate growth, purged from pre-1990 city
trends. Both panels use �̂ = 1.2.
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markets; e.g. ranging from 0.95 to 1.13 when using counterfactual employment growth rates.

Interestingly, Figure 1 suggests that in a framework with heterogeneous firms, omitting labor

market frictions might lead to underestimate the welfare gains from market access to up to

13% (up to 17% when focusing on observed employment rate growth rates), with the bias

being the largest close to the border of neighboring countries on the West side. The map

also suggests that ACR’s welfare formula may overestimate the gains by around 5% in a few

cities close to the East-West German border on the East side of the map.

7 Conclusion

We develop a model and an empirical strategy to estimate the gains from trade in the

presence of frictions in the labor market. Our model delivers a welfare formula showing

that trade liberalization a↵ects welfare through two channels: (i) the traditional adjustment

margin studied in ACR, which depends on the trade elasticity and on changes in the share

of domestic expenditure; and (ii) a new adjustment margin operating through shifts in the

employment rate. A key takeaway from the theory is that the micro details of the model

matter when evaluating the gains from trade in economies with equilibrium unemployment.

In particular, conditional on the share of domestic expenditure and the trade elasticity, the

welfare implications of trade-induced changes in unemployment depend on the goods market

structure and on the existence of firm heterogeneity.

The paper proposes a novel identification strategy to uncover the two key structural

parameters needed to analyse welfare changes in a broad range of market structures, the

trade elasticity and the elasticity of substitution in consumption. Our identification strategy

follows naturally from our model, based on Bartik-style instruments that exploit exogenous

di↵erences in industrial employment composition across local labor markets. Applying this

methodology to study the fall of the Iron Curtain, we find that omitting tade-induced changes

in the employment rate typically leads to an underestimation of the gains from trade in West

German local labor markets. This bias is particularly important when the underlying market

structure is monopolistic competition with free entry and heterogeneous firms.
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Appendix (incomplete)

A Derivation of Estimating Equations

A.1 Relating unit costs to wages

The unit cost equation is given by:

µic = wic +  ckic,

where  c =
�
⇢+s
1��

�
1
✓c
.

In order to relate the unobservable unit cost to wages, it is useful to parametrize kic as

follows:

kic = k̃i + k̃c + ⇠̃ic,

where k̃i represents a common (across cities) industry component, k̃c represents city-specific

component, and ⇠̃ic is an idiosyncratic component. We assume that ⇠̃ic sum to zero across

industries, within cities. Thus, k̃c + ⇠̃ic can be thought of as absolute and relative advantage

cost components for each city.

Using this parametrization, we can rewrite the unit cost equation as:

µic = wic +  c(k̃i + k̃c + ⇠̃ic),

where  c =
�
⇢+s
1��

�
1
✓c
.

Finally, taking a log-linear approximation around the point where unit costs are well

approximated by wages (which occurs at (µ̄ = w̄, {k̃i}i = 0, k̃c = 0, {⇠̃ic}i = 0, ec = ē)), we

obtain:

lnµic = lnwic +  ki +  kc +  ⇠ic,

where  are constant parameters obtained from the linear approximation, ki = k̃i
w0
, kc =

k̃c
w0
, and ⇠ic = ⇠̃ic

w0
are expressed relative to an arbitrary omitted group because of the log-

approximation. It is important to note that at the expansion point, log unit costs are not a

function of the employment rate ec.
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A.2 Solving for Wages

Stole and Zwiebel bargaining implies that wages satisfy the following surplus-splitting con-

dition:

(1� �)(Eic(l;')� Uic) = �
@J(l;')ic

@l
,

where Eic(l;') denotes the discounted value of a worker employed at a firm in industry i in

city c with labor l and productivity ', Uic is the discounted value of an unemployed worker

in industry i and city c, Jic(l;') denotes the firm’s value. An important characteristic of

Stole and Zwiebel bargaining is that each worker is treated as the marginal worker, i.e. the

firm takes internalizes the impact of additional labor on the wage of inframarginal workers.

Thus, the firm surplus is given by the marginal value of the firm with respect to firm-level

employment. Optimal vacancy posting implies that the marginal value of the firm with

respect to employment / shadow value of employment equals the expected marginal cost of

recruitement. Since recruitement costs are constant @Jic(l;')
@l is constant too.

Both Eic(l;') and Uic are given by:

⇢Eic(l;') = wic(l; )� s(Eic(l;')� Uic) (27)

⇢Uic = ✓cmc(✓c)(
X

j

⌘jcĒjc � Uic), (28)

where ⌘jc is the share of industry-j employment in city c and Ējc is the average of Ejc(l;')

across firms in industry j and city c.

From inspection, Uic =
✓cmc(✓c)

P
j ⌘jcĒjc

⇢+✓cmc(✓c)
only varies by c. Thus, Uic = Uc. Solving for

Eic(l;')� Uc yields:

⇢Uc = ✓cmc(✓c)

✓P
j ⌘jcwjc(l;')� b

⇢+ s+ ✓cmc(✓c)

◆
, (29)

and substituting back into equation (27) and (28), one also obtains:

Eic(l;')� Uc =
wic(l;')� ⇢Uc

⇢+ s
,

where ⇢Uc is given by equation (29).

As in Felbermayr et al. (2011), we have that

@Jic(l;')

@l
=

✓
1

⇢+ s

◆
@Ric(l;')

@l
� wic(l;')�

@wic(l;')

@l
lic

�
.
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Which, along with the bargaining condition, gives:

wic(l;') = �
@Ric(l;')

@l
+ (1� �)⇢Uc � �

@wic(l;')

@l
l.

Using several substitutions, as outlined in Felbermayr et al. (2011), one arrives at:

wic(l;') = ⇢Uc +

✓
�

1� �

◆✓
⇢+ s

1� �

◆
kic

m(✓c)
. (30)

From inspection of equation (30) it becomes clear that wic(l;') = wic, i.e. within city-

industry, all firms pay the same wage. This results holds because recruitement costs do not

depend on productivity. Equation (30) also shows that wages vary by city through ⇢Uc and

✓c, and by industry-city through kic.

Inserting rUc gives:

wic = ✓cmc(✓c)

✓ P
i ⌘icwic � b

⇢+ s+ ✓cmc(✓c)

◆
+

✓
�

1� �

◆✓
⇢+ s

1� �

◆
kic

m(✓c)
,

and rewriting one obtains:

wic = �̃1cw̄c + �2ckic, (31)

where w̄c =
P

i ⌘icwic, �̃1c =
✓cmc(✓c)

⇢+s+✓cmc(✓c)
, �2c =

⇣
�

1��

⌘ �
⇢+s
1��

�
1

mc(✓c)
, and both parameters are

dependent on the tightness of the labor market. The latter coe�cient is increasing in labor

market tightness – workers benefit more from hiring costs when firms find it harder to hire.

The equation shows that workers in any sector benefit from working in a city with higher

wages (quality of jobs). Its coe�cient, �̃1c shows that this benefit depends on the quantity

of jobs – it is an increasing function of labor market tightness.

Solving for w̄c

w̄c =
�2c

1� �̃1c

X

i

⌘ickic,

and substituting back into equation (31), the reduced-form wage equation can be written as:

wic =
�̃1c · �2c
1� �̃1c

X

i

⌘ickic + �2ckic,

= �1c

X

i

⌘ickic + �2ckic,
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where �1c =
�̃1c·�2c
1��̃1c

Using the parametrization of the recruitement cost kic = k̃i+ k̃c+ ⇠̃ic, one

can rewrite the wage equation as:

wic = �1cK̃c + (�1c + �2c)k̃c + �1c

X

i

⌘ic⇠̃ic + �2ck̃i + �2c⇠̃ic,

where k̃i is a linear function of the industrial premium and K̃c =
P

i ⌘ick̃i captures the

weighted city-average of national-level recruiting costs.

A.3 Linear Approximation

Note that �1c and �c2 vary by city because of equilibrium di↵erences in the rate at which

workers find jobs. It is easy to show that these coe�cients can be written as an increasing

function of the employment rate, which is a one-to-one function of the tightness of the labor

market (Beveridge curve). Making the dependence with respect to the employment rate

explicit, we can rewrite the reduced-form expression of the wage as follows:

wic = �1(ec)K̃c + �2(ec)k̃i + (�1(ec) + �2(ec))k̃c + �1(ec)
X

i

⌘ic⇠̃ic + �2(ec)⇠̃ic,

where ec denotes the employment rate.

Let wic = wic(ec, K̃c, {k̃i}i, k̃c, {⇠ic}i) describe the reduced-form equation. We take a

linear approximation of the wage equation around the point where the employment rate is

the same across cities and where recruitement costs are zero, i.e. (ec = ē, K̃c = 0, {k̃i}i =
0, k̃c = 0, {⇠̃ic}i = 0), and where cities have an identical industrial composition (⌘ic = 1/I).

Since our empirical work is in logs, the approximation is log-linear. Fix an arbitrary value

w̄ (this could be an omitted group, or an average across cells, for example). Taking an

approximation around the point lnwic � ln w̄ = ln(wic/w̄) ⇡ wic�w̄
w̄ , we finally obtain:

lnwic = �0 + �1Kc + �2ki + �3kc + �4ec + �2⇠ic,

where the �s are constant parameters obtained from the linear approximation, Kc =
P

i ⌘icki,

ki = k̃i
w̄ , kc = k̃c

w̄ , and ⇠ic = ⇠̃ic
w̄ . Note that, at the national level, inter-industry wage

di↵erentials are given by �2ki, which expresses the average wage in industry i relative to an

omitted group.
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B Additional Tables

B.1 Summary Statistics

Table 7: Establishment summary statistics, based on all establishments

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. N

Share of exporters 0.113 0.316 0 1 27845094
Share of exports in revenue (%). 2.45 10.954 0 100 27473071
Number of employees 13.197 91.05 1 55153 27859151
Median wage of full time workers 59.007 26.05 0.002 250.286 24514120
Log exports 12.174 2.2 4.600 23.698 2462180
Log revenue 13.001 1.471 6.764 24.04 23193914
Log number of employees 1.521 1.196 0 10.918 27859151
Log median wage 3.971 0.493 -6.28 5.523 24514120

Notes: Statistics are weighted using the LIAB survey weights. Values are deflated and expressed in Euros.

Table 8: Establishment and and employment variables, aggregated at the industry-city level

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. N

Establishment variables (LIAB):

Log exports 18.91 2.142 9.548 25.329 9731
Log revenue 20.857 1.738 11.667 26.227 15595
Share of exports in revenue 0.125 0.186 0 1 15595
Share of exporters 0.293 0.383 0 1 16236

Employment variable (SIAB):

Employment (SIAB) 351.004 485.422 20 6523 17822
Adjusted indXcity wage (SIAB) -0.008 0.223 -1.021 0.498 17822

Notes: Establishment aggregates come from the LIAB data and weighted using the LIAB survey weights. Em-
ployment variables are constructed using the SIAB data. Adjusted wages are adjusted using Mincer regressions (see
below for details).
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B.2 Additional Robustness Checks

In this section, we investigate additional robustness exercises to probe the validity of our

Bartik-type instruments by performing several specification checks suggested by Goldsmith-

Pinkham et al. (2017). First, we assess the correlation between our instruments and charac-

teristics of cities in the base year. In particular, we compute, by city, several variables aimed

at capturing labour market conditions and city-skill in the base year. We then investigate

the relationship between these variables and the base-period industrial structure. The idea

is that if the instruments (through initial industry shares) are correlated with city character-

istics in the base year, then any trend or shock that is correlated to those city characteristics

could also be correlated with the instruments, therefore potentially violating the exclusion

restriction we require for our instruments to be valid.

Table 7 contains the results of this exercise. In the first two columns, we regress the value

of our within- and between-instruments in 1996 (the first year we can calculate the instru-

ments) on shares of college-educated, female, and German workers and the log employment

rate and size of the workforce. In these two columns, only one coe�cient is statistically

significant but the variables are jointly significant.

Since our identification strategy rests on the assumption that the initial industrial struc-

ture is not correlated with the residual in our second-stage regressions, we investigate the

relationship between the initial industrial structure and city characteristics. In column 3,

we compute the first principle component of our 58 industrial categories (i.e. the component

that explains most of the variance in industry shares) in the base year. The idea is simply to

reduce the dimension of our industrial categories into a single dimension that we can regress

on our vector of city characteristics. Finally, in columns 4 and 5 we repeat these exercises

by simply splitting industries into durables and non-durables. While the base-year charac-

teristics are rarely individually significant, we cannot reject that they are jointly correlated

with initial industrial structure.

Since we cannot rule out that initial industrial structure is correlated with city-level

labour market characteristics, we assess the robustness of our main specification to including

additional city-level, base-year controls.

Table 8 estimates eight additional specifications to our main gravity equation. In columns

1-6, we include base-year, city-level characteristics, introducing them one at a time. Column

7 adds all five variables at once. Finally, in column 8, we interact each of the base-year

characteristic with time trends. We find that our main coe�cient estimates are remarkably

robust to the inclusion of these additional controls. Table 9 repeats this exercise for our

main specification of the revenue equation, and suggests similar robustness.

.
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Table 9: Relationship between industry shares and city-specific characteristics

IVWct IVBct Component 1 Non-durables Durables
1996 1996 1992-1993 1992-1993 1992-1993

City-specific characteristics
in 1992-1993:

Share of college graduates 0.005 0.008 -0.194 0.771 -0.771
(0.003) (0.008) (0.134) (1.034) (1.034)

Share of females -0.004 -0.017⇤⇤ -0.044 -0.347 0.347
(0.003) (0.006) (0.144) (0.784) (0.784)

Share of Germans 0.001 -0.005 -0.056 0.639 -0.639
(0.002) (0.005) (0.146) (0.643) (0.643)

Log employment rate 0.005 -0.009 0.748⇤⇤⇤ -0.571 0.571
(0.003) (0.007) (0.181) (0.889) (0.889)

Log workforce -0.0001 0.0002 -0.081 0.027 -0.027
(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.105) (0.028) (0.028)

Observations 24 24 24 24 24
R-squared 0.618 0.519 0.909 0.450 0.450
F-stat 5.82 3.88 35.94 2.94 2.94
p-val > F-stat 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.04 0.04
Proportion 0.27

Notes: IVWct corresponds to
P

i ⌘̂ict�1�k̂it and IVBct to
P

i k̂it�⌘̂ict. The term ‘Component 1’ refers to the first principal component
of industry shares in 1992-1993. In column 3, the first principal component and the city-specific characteristics are standardized to have
unit standard deviation. The term ‘Proportion’ refers to the proportion of the variance of industry shares explained by the first principal
component. The term ‘Durables’ (‘Non-durables’) refers to the share of employment in industries that produce durable (non-durable)
goods in 1992-1993. Standard errors in parentheses.
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Table 10: Gravity robustness table: adding city-specific controls

Dependent variable � ln
⇣
XicFt
Rict

⌘

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

� ln wict -5.711⇤⇤ -5.312⇤⇤ -5.824⇤⇤ -5.655⇤⇤ -6.383⇤⇤ -5.309⇤⇤ -5.362⇤⇤ -5.281⇤⇤

(2.534) (2.516) (2.448) (2.417) (2.472) (2.524) (2.532) (2.476)

Share of college graduates 1.179⇤⇤⇤ -0.569
(0.413) (0.950)

Share of females 1.201⇤⇤⇤ 1.191⇤⇤⇤ 1.529⇤⇤

(0.279) (0.381) (0.659)

Share of Germans 0.727⇤⇤ -0.269
(0.305) (0.357)

Log employment rate -1.011⇤⇤ -0.011 -0.282
(0.363) (0.531) (0.642)

Log workforce 0.014 0.001
(0.026) (0.025)

City controls*Time trends no no no no no no no yes

Time trends no no no no no no no yes

Industry-year FE yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

Observations 3713 3713 3713 3713 3713 3713 3713 3713
Hansen 0.633 0.708 0.732 0.696 0.692 0.707 0.740 0.757
F-statistics 34.86 38.24 35.55 36.83 33.34 38.07 37.81 37.25
AP p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Notes: All tables use the baseline instruments. Both columns are weighted using the lag of the establishment size. Adjusted wage � ln
wageict is constructed from the SIAB data. Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered at the city level. ⇤⇤⇤ denotes significance at the
1% level, ⇤⇤ at the 5% level, ⇤ at the 10% level.
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Table 11: Revenue robustness table: adding city-specific controls

Dependent variable � ln rict(')

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Elasticity of substitution 1.186⇤⇤ 1.192⇤⇤ 1.186⇤⇤ 1.188⇤⇤ 1.192⇤⇤ 1.191⇤⇤ 1.197⇤⇤ 1.192⇤⇤

in consumption (�) (0.476) (0.473) (0.476) (0.474) (0.474) (0.473) (0.474) (0.482)

Share of college graduates -2.781 21.694⇤⇤⇤

(5.302) (3.611)

Share of females -42.862⇤⇤⇤ -31.083⇤⇤⇤ -13.194⇤⇤⇤

(7.934) (8.556) (2.882)

Share of Germans 4.304 -16.072⇤⇤⇤

(5.563) (2.028)

Log employment rate -55.120⇤⇤⇤ -21.200⇤⇤ -26.548⇤⇤⇤

(13.904) (7.687) (1.602)

Log workforce -0.682⇤⇤ -0.875⇤⇤⇤

(0.291) (0.080)

City controls*Time trends no no no no no no no yes

Time trends no no no no no no no yes

Establishment FE yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

Industry-year FE yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

Observations 49711 49711 49711 49711 49711 49711 49711 49711
Hansen 0.500 0.499 0.500 0.497 0.501 0.498 0.493 0.476
F-statistics 14.72 14.72 14.72 14.72 14.72 14.72 14.72 14.83
AP p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Notes: All tables use the baseline instruments. All columns are weighted using the etablishment weights. Standard errors, in parentheses,
are clustered at the city level. ⇤⇤⇤ denotes significance at the 1% level, ⇤⇤ at the 5% level, ⇤ at the 10% level.
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